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Abstract
The reconstruction of the decays B→ D(4H)K will be crucial at LHCb for
use in a pair of strategies to extract the CKM angle γ. An integral measure-
ment for the ADS method will be determination of the favoured and suppressed
rates of the channel B→ D(Kpipipi)K, whilst the recently conceived four-body
amplitude analysis will be concerned with the decays B → D(KKpipi)K and
B → D(Kpipipi)K. The development of an oﬄine selection for these chan-
nels of interest, performed by analysis of Monte Carlo signal and background
data, is described. A study of the reconstruction efficiency and background
acceptance of these subsequent selections suggests that with an integrated lu-
minosity of 2 fb−1 approximately 61k favoured B → D(Kpipipi)K events and
1.7k B → D(KKpipi)K events will be triggered upon and selected with signal-
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1 Introduction
LHCb plans to make precision measurements of the CKM angle γ by utilising the vari-
ety of strategies that exploit the interference between B− → D0K− and B−→ D¯0K− when
the D0 and D¯0 decay to common final states. The γ dependence lies within the rel-
Figure 1: The Feynman diagrams for the
processes B− → D0K− and B−→ D¯0K− .
Figure 2: The two interfering decay paths
for B− → D0K− and B− → D¯0K− when
the D0 and the D¯0 decay to a common
final state f(D).
ative phase difference between the amplitudes of these two processes. This relative
phase is the quantity δB − γ where δB is the CP conserving strong phase difference
between the two interfering B mesons. Due to the colour suppression in the process
B− → D¯0K− there is also a relative magnitude difference, rB, between these two






Thus, the time integrated amplitude for B− → D0K− is therefore suppressed with
respect to that for B− → D¯0K− by a factor rBei(δB−γ). Disregarding any common
strong phase, the two amplitudes can then be written as
A(B− → D0K−) ≡ AB (2)
A(B− → D¯0K−) ≡ ABrBei(δB−γ). (3)
This formalism forms the common basis to a series of methods for extracting the weak
angle γ. The various methods consider a variety of common final states for the D0 and
D¯0 . It is hoped that by combining the results of all these strategies a competitive
measurement of γ will be achieved within the first few years of data taking. The
details of these methods will now be briefly explained.
3
1.1 GLW & ADS Methods
The simplest of the B− → D0K− strategies are straightforward counting experiments.
The original method, proposed by Gronau, London and Wyler (GLW) [1], proposed
to search for D decays to common CP-eigenstates, such as K+K− or pi+pi−. If the
quantity rB is well known, then by simply measuring the rates B
− → (K+K−)DK− and
B+ → (K+K−)DK+ one can extract values for γ and δB. Unfortunately, this method
suffers from two main problems. Firstly, the quantity rB can not be easily measured
and is not known to a high order of precision. The second problem originates due
to the smallness of rB; it causes the interference effect to be small and thus also
the resulting CP asymmetry. Measurements by BELLE find rB < 0.18 at the 90%
confidence level [2].
Figure 3: The two interfering decay paths as utilised in the GLW method.
An improvement to this method has been suggested by Atwood, Dunietz and Soni
(ADS) [3] where D decays to common non CP-eigenstates are considered, such as Kpi.
This then provides a way of rebalancing the amplitudes of the two processes by utilising
Cabibbo favoured D0 decays and doubly Cabibbo suppressed (DCS) D¯0 decays.
Figure 4: The two interfering decay paths for one of the two ‘Wrong-Sign’ combinations
as utilised in the GLW method.
Just as rB was used to parameterise the colour suppression of B
− → D¯0K− with
respect to B− → D0K− , the double Cabibbo suppression of D0 → K+pi− with respect
to D¯0 → K+pi− is parameterised by the quantity rD. This ratio is well measured with
a value of (61.3±0.7)×10−3 from current results [4]. In addition, a non trivial relative
strong phase, eiδD , must be considered between the interfering D mesons. Again,
disregarding any common strong phase, the amplitudes for these two D decays can
then be written as
A(D¯0 → K+pi−) ≡ AD (4)
A(D0 → K+pi−) ≡ ADrDeiδD . (5)
The amplitudes of the two interfering processes are most comparable in the ‘Wrong-
Sign’ combination, as shown in Figure 4, when the kaon from the B decay has the
opposite charge to the kaon from the D decay. This combination therefore has the
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greatest sensitivity to γ. The total amplitude for this process then has the following
dependence:
A(B− → (K−pi+)DK−) ∝ rDei(δD) + rBei(δB−γ). (6)
The opposite scenario, when the two interfering amplitudes differ greatly in magnitude,
is the ‘Right-Sign’ combination. This occurs when the kaon from the B decay has the
same charge as the kaon from the D decay. This combination still provides access to
extracting γ but at a much lower sensitivity. The total amplitude for this process then
has the following dependence:
A(B− → (K+pi−)DK−) ∝ 1 + rBrDei(δB−δD−γ). (7)
By considering all charge combinations, there are a total of four possible decays to
reconstruct; two wrong-sign and two right-sign decays. The rates of these four processes
have the following dependence:
Γ(B− → (K−pi+)DK−) ∝ 1 + (rBrD)2 + 2rBrD · cos(δB − δD − γ), (8)
Γ(B− → (K+pi−)DK−) ∝ r2B + r2D + 2rBrD · cos(δB + δD − γ), (9)
Γ(B+ → (K+pi−)DK+) ∝ 1 + (rBrD)2 + 2rBrD · cos(δB − δD + γ), (10)
Γ(B+ → (K−pi+)DK+) ∝ r2B + r2D + 2rBrD · cos(δB + δD + γ). (11)
It can be seen that the two wrong-sign processes, 9 and 11, have suppressed rates
compared to the two right-sign processes but since rB and rD are similar in magnitude
the wrong-sign processes have greater sensitivity to γ and δD.
Since the value of rD is known, measuring the relative rates of these four processes
returns three observables which depend on four unknowns: rB, γ, δB and δD. To be
able to constrain the problem it is necessary to consider a similar, yet different, com-
mon final state for the D decay, such as Kpipipi. By considering this mode in an identical
way as that just shown for the Kpi mode, three additional observables are introduced.
Just as in the case of the Kpi mode, the value of rD for the Kpipipi decay is also well
measured: rK3piD = (56.8
+2.2
−1.9) × 10−3 [4]. Therefore, only one additional unknown is
introduced; the relative strong phase δK3piD . Since this is a multi-body final state of
the D meson, the decay can proceed through a variety of resonances. Each resonance
mode possess its own relative strong phase and, therefore, the quantity δK3piD referred
to here is actually that for just one amplitude contributing to the final state topology.
It is planned to obtain the value of δK3piD for each amplitude by using a four-body
Dalitz amplitude fitting technique [5]. By considering just a single amplitude from this
additional mode, the problem is, in principal, solvable since there are six observables
and five unknowns. To constrain the measurement further, the decays associated with
the GLW method, B±→ DCPK± , can be considered as well since these too contribute
additional information on γ.
Thus, the selection and reconstruction of the channel B± → (Kpipipi)DK± is an
integral part of the ADS method and is one of the motivations for the study reported
in this note. The potential of this approach at LHCb has been studied [6]. The most
recent study predicts that with a nominal years worth of data, 2fb−1, a sensitivity on
γ of 5− 13◦ is achievable [7].
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1.2 Dalitz Plot Analysis
The presence of large strong phases in the interference between B− → D0K− and
B− → D¯0K− can greatly increase the sensitivity to γ. Since multibody D decays are
expected to have large strong phases due to the presence of resonances, they are par-
ticularly desirable for utilising in γ extraction methods. The only technique available
for determining γ from these separate decay modes is a Dalitz plot analysis.
Presently, the three-body decay D0 → Kspi+pi− is a favoured channel for this type
of strategy since it is Cabibbo allowed and has a relatively large branching ratio. How-
ever, since all the B− → D0K− methods for measuring γ are going to be statistically
limited it is important that as many modes and methods as possible are utilised to
increase statistics. With this in mind, it is an obvious extension to try and apply the
Dalitz strategy to four-body decays which, in theory, should also be possible. The
singularly Cabibbo suppressed mode D0 → K+K−pi+pi− and the previously discussed
ADS channel D0 → K±pi∓pi+pi− are particularly attractive channels to LHCb since all
the decay products are prompt charge tracks.
The model dependent Dalitz fitting procedure makes the assumption that there
exists a continuous set of channels between the D0 meson and the multi-body final
state. This then allows the amplitude of the D0 decay, AD, to be represented by a
sum of Breit-Wigner functions and a constant, non-resonant, term. With the previous
definitions, the case of the three-body decay can be completely described with just the
two variables s12 and s13:
















where sij = (pi + pj)
2, and p1, p2, p3 are the momenta of the final state particles. The
Breit-Wigner function is defined as
Ar(s12, s13) = JMr × F rBW , (13)
where r runs over the possible resonances within the decay, JMr represents the angular
dependence and F rBW corresponds to the relativistic Breit-Wigner function.
For each resonance considered in the model, a value for the strong phase , δi, and
amplitude, ai, must be know. These data will be extracted by performing fits to the
Dalitz plots of tagged D decays at LHCb. However, in order to access additional phase
information not available with this data set, it is planned to utilise results from Dalitz
studies of CP -tagged D decays at facilities operating at the ψ(3770) resonance, such as
CLEO-c. Once the model dependent parameters are known, the obtained functional
form of AD(s12, s13) can then be used to extract γ from the Dalitz plot. This is achieved
by fitting the plot with a probability density function (PDF) of the form
PDF = |A(B± → (Kspi+pi−)DK±)|2 · (phase− space)3. (14)
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Since the amplitude for the decay can be written as
A(B± → (Kspi+pi−)DK±) = AD(s12, s13) + rBei(δB−γ)AD(s13, s12), (15)
then the dependence on AD(s13, s12) in the fit distribution is as follows:
|A(B± → (Kspi+pi−)DK±)|2 = |AD(s12, s13)|2 + r2B|AD(s12, s13)|2
+ 2rB ·
R[AD(s12, s13)A∗D(s13, s12)ei(δB−γ)]. (16)
The extension of this technique to four-body D decays is complicated by the fact
that five variables are needed to fully describe the kinematics of the system and a
5D phase-space must be considered. However, despite these complications, it has
been shown [5] that this four-body amplitude analysis is a very viable method for
measuring γ. Neglecting background and detector effects, it has been demonstrated
that a precision on γ of 15◦ is achievable with just 1000 B± → (KKpipi)DK± events.
Just as in the three-body case, an accurate model of the D decay and its associated
resonances must be known and this will be determined by analysing the large samples
of flavour tagged D0 → K+K−pi+pi− decays expected at LHCb. Again, it is possible to
obtain additional phase information by analysing the CP -tagged D decays of CLEO-c.
As previously stated, this four-body amplitude analysis technique can also be applied to
the ADS channel B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and a sensitivity study for this mode is currently
in progress.
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2 Monte Carlo Samples
The data samples used to conduct this study were generated using the full LHCb
Monte Carlo simulation framework. It utilises the PYTHIA program to simulate the
proton-proton interations at
√
s = 14 TeV followed by the complete GEANT based
description of LHCb to simulate the resulting response of the detector. Additional
software packages, based on the Gaudi software architecture, then proceed to digitise
and reconstruct this computer generated data as would be done by the real LHCb
detector. Details of the simulated signal and background data used throughout this
study are described below.
2.1 Signal Data
This study was performed by analysing B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and B± → (KKpipi)DK±
signal events generated using Brunel v24r5, Boole v6r5 and Gauss v15r19/v15r21 re-
spectively. The data were generated with the following two decay descriptors:
• [B+ -> {D~0 -> K+ pi- pi+ pi-} K+]cc
• [B+ -> {D~0 -> K+ K- pi+ pi-} K+]cc.
Thus, no suppressed signal decays are present in either data sets; the colour favoured
B− → D0K− decay is proceeded by either the Cabibbo allowed decay, D0 → K−pi+pi−pi+,
in the case of the Kpipipi mode or by the singularly Cabibbo suppressed decay, D0 →
K−K+pi−pi+, in the case of the KKpipi mode.
Each event possess at least one Monte Carlo signal decay of interest where the D
meson from the B− → D0K− decay is forced to decay to the desired four-body final
state. In addition, each event is required to have a true polar angle smaller than the
400 mrad acceptance of the LHCb detector. This avoids unnecessary computational
power reconstructing events where not all the interesting decay products are within
the detector acceptance. The geometric acceptance ratio, εθ, for signal B decays is
0.347 [8]. Thus, 100,000 signal events on tape is equivalent to 100,000/0.347 ∼ 288,184
events without the geometric acceptance incorporated into the event Monte Carlo gen-
erator.
In the case of the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± data, the decay of the D meson was modeled
with a resonance structure. The channels included and their relative branching ratios
are shown in Table 1. The decay of the D meson on the B± → (KKpipi)DK± signal
tape was forced to occur non-resonantly.
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Table 1: The resonance structure incorporated into the D
meson decay on the B± → D0(Kpipipi)K± signal tape.
Decay Channel Relative BR (%)
D0 → a+1 K− 44.4
D0 → K¯∗ ρ◦ 12.0
D0 → K¯∗ ω◦ 0.2
D0 → K−1 pi+ 6.5
D0 → K¯∗ pi+ pi− 18.5
D0 → K− pi+ ρ◦ 8.4
D0 → K− pi+ ω◦ 0.9
D0 → K− pi+ pi+ pi− (non resonant) 9.1
2.2 Inclusive bb¯ Data
Since the signature for B meson events is the presence of secondary vertices displaced
away from the primary vertex, the most dominant source of background will arise
from other similar B meson decays originating from events with bb¯ pairs generated,
i.e. inclusive bb¯ events. Just as for the signal data, the inclusive bb¯ events have
been generated with the requirement that at least one b or b¯ hadron is generated and
projected within the 400 mrad angular acceptance of the LHCb detector. However,
unlike the signal data, the geometeric acceptance ratio, εθ, is 0.432 for inclusive bb¯
decays. This data set contains ∼ 40 million events which corresponds to just 13
minutes of LHCb running time.
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3 Selection
The purpose of this study was to develop selection algorithms for the signal decays
B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and B± → (KKpipi)DK± . The aim of this selection was to ob-
tain the highest achievable signal acceptance efficiency whilst simultaneously rejecting
as many potential background sources as possible. The background from inclusive bb¯
events was analysed in detail during the development of these selection algorithms.
Evaluation of the high statistics background study is discussed in section 5. The pro-
cesses performed in constructing the final selection algorithms for these signal decays
will now be presented.
3.1 Selection Algorithm
The selection was performed using the Gaudi based LHCb reconstruction framework
DaVinci, v12r18. The code was completely written using options files which called, pre-
written, generic algorithms. In order to reconstruct the desired decays, the selection
algorithm performs the following steps within a Gaudi sequencer:
1. All the reconstructed pion and kaon candidates within an event are selected and
placed in a ‘particle’ container.
2. These final state pion and kaon candidates are then ‘loosely’ filtered against
some kinematic cuts. Candidates passing these cuts are placed in a new particle
container.
3. Next, the algorithm loops over all these filtered particles and searches for all
possible combinations of four-paticles (Kpipipi or KKpipi) that would reconstruct a
potenial D meson candidate given some kinematic and track quality requirements.
Candidates passing these requirements are placed into a new particle container1.
4. If any D meson candidates have been made, the kaon candidates that remain
in the filtered pion and kaon container and are not used to make a particular
D meson are then looped over to attempt to reconstruct a B meson for that D
meson candidate. Again, various kinematic and track quality cuts are applied
before any remaining candidates are placed into a particle container.
5. If after all particles within an event have been considered, and a potential B me-
son candidate has been found, the L0, L1 and generic HLT trigger algorithms are
applied. This determines whether or not the event containing the reconstructed
B meson candidate would have passed the various trigger stages of the detec-
tors readout and progressed to the oﬄine reconstruction stage. This step is only
performed when reconstructing data from the signal tapes.
This process is then repeated over all the events within the input Monte Carlo data
passed to the algorithm. Once all events within the input data have been processed,
reconstructed and Monte Carlo truth information regarding the decays reconstructed
are written to a ROOT Ntuple. Analysis of these events was then performed using
private code in a ROOT environment.
1Since it is impossible to tell with this reconstruction whether it was a D0 or a D¯0 that decayed,
all candidate particles are reconstructed as a D¯0 to prevent double counting.
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3.2 B→ D(4H)K Preselection
3.2.1 Inclusive bb¯ Stripping
In order to allow the development of signal selections to occur efficiently, the LHCb
collaboration perform comprehensive stripping processes of the large inclusive bb¯ back-
ground samples. This involves authors of specific selection algorthims developing ‘loose’
selection criteria, or cuts, such that the combinatoric background accepted through
each selection is suppressed to some acceptable rate. These preselections for each
signal channel of interest are compiled together and used to filter the ∼ 40 million
inclusive bb¯ background events. Events selected by one or more of the preselections are
then saved to output files. Utilising a checking algorithm within DaVinci, one can use
these files and analyse events selected by a specific preselection and proceed to ‘tune’
the selection cuts in order to define an oﬄine selection algorithm for that particular
channel. This has been the process performed during the course of this study, and the
development of the preselection cuts will be described in the next few sections.
In addition to defining a preselection for these B → D(4H)K decays, at a later
date, it is planned to develop an exclusive selection to act in the final level software
trigger, or High Level Trigger (HLT). This is necessary because the generic inclusive
selections, that will occupy a majority of the HLT bandwidth, will have very low
acceptance efficencies for these many-bodied hadronic modes considered here. To opti-
mise efficiency in the trigger, a single selection algorithm will be incorporated into the
HLT for selection of both four-body modes considered in this study. The cuts applied
within this HLT selection will tend to be systematically looser than those defined in
the preselection discussed above.
3.2.2 Loose Signal Selection
In order to develop a set of cuts for a preselection it was necessary to first analyse the
signal event distributions. For the situation of analysing signal data, two versions of
the algorithim described in section 3.1 were written: one for B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and
one for B± → (KKpipi)DK± . The loosest set of selection cuts were then used to try
and reconstruct as many of the signal decays as possible. The only cuts applied were
the following:
1. Mass Windows
It was required that the masses of the reconstructed D and B meson be suffi-
ciently close to the true values. A mass window criteria is therefore generally
implemented, such that
Mass Window > |Mreco −Mtrue| (17)
where Mreco is the reconstructed meson mass and Mtrue is the true meson mass.
For the purpose of this signal selection, large mass windows of 1 GeV were used
for both the D and B meson respectively.
2. Vertex χ2
The vertices of the reconstructed D and B mesons are determined by projecting
back the reconstructed tracks of the final state particles. A fit to one of these
vertices generates a χ2, which is small if the reconstructed vertex is precisely
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defined. To reconstruct as many signal decays as possible a relative loose limit
was incorporated: χ2 < 100.
3. PID DLLs
Particle Identification (PID) in LHCb is determined through utilising the infor-
mation supplied by the two RICH detectors, the Calorimeter systems and the
Muon detectors. Hadron identification, which we are solely concerned with here,
is primarily supplied by the RICH detectors, although Calorimeter and Muon
estimators can also be incorporated to determine the particles likelihood not to
be either an electron or muon. The total likelihood for a hadron candidate, h, is
then determined as follows:
L(h) = LRICH(h) · LCALO(non e) · LMUON(non µ). (18)
To limit the number of any potentially mis-identifed pions and kaons being used
within the reconstruction, a rejection criteria based on the difference between the
two likelihood hypotheses is utilised. More correctly, it is the difference between
the log-likelihoods that is used, e.g.:
∆lnLKpi = lnL(K) − lnL(pi)
≡ DLL(K − pi). (19)
A plot of the number of particle candidates as a function of ∆lnLKpi tends to
be positive for true kaons but negative for true pions. Due to a non-negligable
proton (p) background present in the kaon selection, a cut on ∆lnLKp is also
generally made. Thus, for this signal selection, it was required that atleast RICH
information must have been used for the assignment of the PID and the following
DLL cuts were passed:
∆lnLKpi > −5.0 for kaons,
∆lnLKp > −5.0 for kaons,
∆lnLpiK > −5.0 for pions.
The selection algorthims, incorporating the cuts listed above, were then used to recon-
struct as many signal decays as possible from the 100,000 signals events on tape for
both the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and B± → (KKpipi)DK± modes. As well as writing the
results of the reconstructed decays to the output Ntuple, the algorithm MCEffBuilder
was used to assess how many decays on tape were actually reconstructable according to
Monte Carlo truth. The results of these initial signal selections are displayed in Table
2. The number of Monte Carlo Decays of Interest (DoI) shown in Table 2 are slightly
larger than the 100,000 events run over. This is because in a hand full of events the
opposite side B meson also proceeds to decay through the signal channel being searched
for. Since the branching ratio for the Kpipipi decay is ∼ 30 times larger than that for
KKpipi, one would expect to see more events of this nature for this channel. As Table 2
shows, this is indeed the case.
A Monte Carlo decay is defined as being reconstructible when all the final state MC-
Particles are reconstructible. In the case of stable charged MCParticles, as concerned
with in this selection, they are defined as being reconstructible long tracks if each
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Table 2: Summary of MCEffBuilder algorithm













a Decays of Interest within data
b Number of reconstructible events
c Number of reconstructed events
d Number of events reconstructible ∩ reconstructed.
MCParticle deposits hits in the VELO (at least 3r and 3φ clusters) and in the T sta-
tions (at least 1x and 1 stereo cluster in each of the three seed stations: T1,T2 and T3).
For a decay to be defined as being reconstructed, it requires that every final state
protoparticle (the reconstructed candidate particle before any PID has been assigned)
is associated to a MCParticle. It should be noted that reconstructed events do not
form a subset of reconstructible events.
The most informative result that the MCEffBuilder algorithm returns is the number
of events that are both reconstructible and reconstructed, Nrec′ible/ed. This is the
number of events that, in theory, one should be able to reconstruct fully with no cuts
applied to the selection. As Table 2 shows, the selection acceptance, Nsel, for both
channels is ∼ 4% lower than the MCEffBuilder algorithm claims can be achieved.
This is due to the loose DLL cuts that were applied to the reconstructed pion and
kaon candidates.
3.2.3 Loose Inclusive bb¯ Selection
The Ntuples from these loose signal selections were then analysed to develop a set
of cuts that would be used to perform a first selection over inclusive bb¯. The cuts
developed were the tightest possible such that no signal events were lost when apply-
ing them. The cuts were applied to a variety of kinematic parameters, such as the
momentum (|~p|) and transverse momentum (pt) of the particles, as well as the cuts
previously discussed on page 11. In addition to these parameters, cuts were applied to
the following kinematic quantities which exploit the topology of the signal decay:
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1. Impact Parameter Significance (IPS)






For signal tracks of particles originating from the Primary Vertex (PV), such as
the B meson, the IP is expected to be small and hence a cut on the maximum
allowable IPS for these candidates is applied to suppress background. For signal
tracks originating from displaced vertices, such as the tracks for all the B meson
daughters and their subsequent daughters, the IP is expected to be non-zero and
hence a cut on the minimum IPS for these candidates is applied. Since there
is a possibility of multiple primary vertices within an event, the actual quantity
that candidate particles are rejected against is the smallest Impact Parameter
Significance (sIPS) with respect to any reconstructed primary vertex in the event.
2. Flight Significance (FS)
Since B mesons will be heavily boosted parallel to the beam axis, they are expect
to fly for a certain distance before decaying and generating a secondary vertex
away from the PV. This characteristic of the event topology can be exploited in
order to suppress background. For example, a cut can be applied for the minimal
allowable Flight Significance (FS), where FS is defined as
FS =





This type of cut was applied to both B and D meson candidate in the selection.
3. Pointing Cut
Since the B meson’s reconstructed momentum vector, ~p , will tend to pass through
the PV, the angle subtended between this vector and the vector passing through
the PV and the B meson’s decay vertex, ~r , will generally be small. Thus, the
cosine of this angle, defined as
cos(θ) =
~p · ~r
|~p ||~r | , (22)
is a powerful quantity to apply a minimum cut to in order to suppress background
B candidates.
The distribution of signal events for these various quantities were viewed by accessing
the relavant information stored in the output Ntuples. The cuts decided upon after
analysing all these distributions are shown in Table 15.
3.2.4 Development of Preselection
The various filters needed to apply the cuts listed in Table 15 were incorporate into the
selection algorithim. The selection was then run over 100,000 inclusive bb¯ events and
the results written to output Ntuples. Once this had been performed, the objective
was to tighten these cuts in order to define a preselection that could be submitted for
use in an inclusive bb¯ stripping run. The requirement of this preselection, inclusive of
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both four-body decay modes, was that its acceptance rate for inclusive bb¯ should be no
greater than 1 event in ever 2,000. Thus, with these statistics, . 50 events from the
original 100,000 inclusive bb¯ events are allowed to be accepted by the selection. With
the cuts applied in Table 15, the number of events accepted through the Kpipipi and
KKpipi selections were 13,996 and 6,507 respectively. The significantly larger accep-
tance through the Kpipipi selection is based on the fact that the pionic background is
much more dominant than that from kaons.
As described in section 3.2.1, on page 11, this preselection needed to be inclusive
of both 4-body modes for the future development of an exclusive HLT selection. Thus,
the cuts applied in this preselection will be generic for both B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and
B± → (KKpipi)DK± selected events. With this in mind, and the fact the background in
the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± selection is the more dominant, it was decided to develop the
preselection by considering just this channel alone initially. The cuts were evolved by
minimising the background to signal ratio, B/S, to an acceptable level for the strip-
ping. These cuts were then applied to the 6,507 background events accepted through
the B± → (KKpipi)DK± selection to confirm the background acceptance rate through
both channels was satisfactory.
The development of the preselection cuts is summarised through the plots shown
in Figures 5, 6, 9 and 10. In each figure, the distribution in black represents the
inclusive bb¯ background that survives after applying all preselection cuts, as listed
in Table 16 except the cut corresponding to the parameter represented in the plot.
The red distribution in each plot is that corresponding to the original 6,828 B± →
(Kpipipi)DK
± signal events before any preselection cuts have been applied. This enables
one to see the background events that are uniquely excluded by the corresponding
preselection cut (shown in blue) and the extent to the lose of signal events at the same
time.
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Figure 5: Invariant mass distributions of
the reconstructed B± candidates for the
mode B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The sig-
nal events prior to the preselection are
shown in red, whilst the bb¯ background















Figure 6: Invariant mass distributions of
the reconstructed D0 candidates for the
mode B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The sig-
nal events prior to the preselection are
shown in red, whilst the bb¯ background af-
ter applying all preselection cuts EXCEPT
the m4h cut are shown in black.
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Figure 7: The B± candidate
χ2 distributions for the mode
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The signal
events prior to the preselection are shown
in red, whilst the bb¯ background after
applying all preselection cuts EXCEPT














Figure 8: The D¯0 candidate
χ2 distributions for the mode
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The sig-
nal events prior to the preselection are
shown in red, whilst the bb¯ background af-
ter applying all preselection cuts EXCEPT
the χ2 criteria are shown in black.
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Figure 9: The B± candidate Point-
ing angle distributions for the mode
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The signal
events prior to the preselection are shown
in red, whilst the bb¯ background after ap-
plying all preselection cuts EXCEPT the
Pointing angle criteria are shown in black.
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Figure 10: The D¯0 daughter pi±
sIPS distributions for the mode
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±. The sig-
nal events prior to the preselection are
shown in red, whilst the bb¯ background af-
ter applying all preselection cuts EXCEPT
the pi± sIPS criteria are shown in black.
In order to take full advantage of the statistics available from the stripping run, the
preselection B± mass window was set to a ‘loose’ value of 500 MeV. This would then
allow any pure combinatoric background events found in the loose window through the
stripping to be extrapolated into the tight mass window so a better understanding of
the background levels could be achieved.
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Table 3: Summary of preselection statistics for both sig-
nal and inclusive bb¯ events.
D Decay Mode
Kpipipi KKpipi




bb¯ Ntot 100,000 100,000
Nloose 13,996 6,507
Npresel 35 8
a Number of events reconstructible ∩ reconstructed.
The resulting signal and background acceptance figures from the preselection cuts
are shown in Table 3. The final cuts were tuned such that 35 background events
passed through the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± mode and just 8 events passed through the
B± → (KKpipi)DK± mode. This meant the preselection had accepted a total of 43
events from the oringinal 100,000 inclusive bb¯ events, which was sufficiently below the
maximum acceptable limit of 50. The loss of signal events was approximately half from
the number original written to the output Ntuples.
3.3 Cross-Talk Background
Despite the LHCb RICH detector’s excellent hadron identification, it is inevitable
that pi − K mis-identification will occur at some, minimal, level. It is possible, there-
fore, that genuine B± → (Kpipipi)DK± decays could be wrongly identified as B± →
(KKpipi)DK
± decays, and vice-versa. Since the branching ratio of the Kpipipi mode is ap-
proximately 30 times that of the KKpipi, then mis-identified B± → (Kpipipi)DK± decays
could, potentially, be a significant background in the B± → (KKpipi)DK± selection. At
this point in the study it was desirable to evaluate the extent to which this particle
mis-identification occurs and whether it causes these two signal decays to be dominant
backgrounds in each others selections.
To perform this investigation, the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and B± → (KKpipi)DK±
preselection algorithms were run on the signal data corresponding to opposite signal
channel, i.e. the signal tapes possessing true B± → (Kpipipi)DK± events were used as
an input to the B± → (KKpipi)DK± preselection algorithm. The only modification to
the preselection cuts was the widening of the mass windows for both the B and the D
meson candidates to 1 GeV respectively. This was to allow for any displacement of the
invariant mass distributions from their nominal positions; as is to be expected when a
daughter particle is assigned an incorrect mass hypothesis. In order to identify which
of the reconstructed candidate events originated from a genuine B± → (Kpipipi)DK± or
B± → (Kpipipi)DK± decay, an association tool was used to retrieve this information
from the underlying Monte Carlo truth event. The results are summarised in Tabel 4.
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Table 4: Summary of cross-talk background statistics.
Mis-Identified Background Mode
Kpipipi → KKpipi KKpipi → Kpipipi
Total Events on Tape 100,000 100,000
Events Accepted by
Preselection (No Mass Cuts) 1,663 4,062
Events Associated to
a MC Signal Decay 482 615
Associated Events after
Preselection Mass Cuts 2 1
3.3.1 B→ D(Kpipipi)K Backgound in the B→ D(KKpipi)K Selection
As shown in Table 4, from the 100,000 B± → (Kpipipi)DK± signal events on tape, 1,663
events were reconstructed by the B± → (KKpipi)DK± preselection with lossened mass
cuts. These events form the large continuum shown in Figures 11 and 12 across the B±
and D0 mass windows. A majority of these events, however, are reconstructed combi-
natoric events and only 482 are from genuine, mis-identified B± → (Kpipipi)DK± decays.
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Figure 11: Invariant mass distributions
of the reconstructed B± candidates for
the mode B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K±.
As well as the signal and total back-
ground, those events from the total
background associated to mis-identified
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± decays are also
shown. All preselection cuts have been ap-
plied EXCEPT the mass window cuts.
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Figure 12: Invariant mass distributions
of the reconstructed D0 candidates for
the mode B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K±.
As well as the signal and total back-
ground, those events from the total
background associated to mis-identified
B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± decays are also
shown. All preselection cuts have been ap-
plied EXCEPT the mass window cuts.
The B± and D0 invariant mass distributions corresponding to these 482 associated
events are shown in Figures 11 and 12 by the quantity in blue. As expected, these
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distributions are located to the right of the genuine signal mass peak, shown in red,
since a daughter particle (pi) has been mis-identified for a heavier particle (K), causing
a larger invariant mass to be reconstructed. The fact that the D0 mass peak displace-
ment is so pronounced indicates that the momentum of the mis-identified pi must be
sufficiently low to allow the masses of the D0 daughters to dominate the invariant
mass calculation. This can be most easily seen by considering the invariant mass of a







(|~pB|2 +m2B)(|~pC|2 +m2C)− 2~pB · ~pC, (23)
wheremAis the mass of the mother, mB andmC are the masses of the daughters and ~pB
and ~pC are the momenta of the daughters. It can be clearly seen that if the momenta
of the daughter particles is low, then the leading mass terms contribute the greatest
to the invariant mass of the mother.
Since the shift in the D0 mass peak is so great, it is located almost entirely outside
the preselection mass window. In fact, as can be seen in Figure 12, there are only 2
events which lie within the mass window of the D0. Thus, after application of both
the B± and D0 mass cuts, only 2 of these 482 mis-identified events remain. Therefore,
as will be confirmed by the general background study in section 5, this background
source can be considered completely harmless.
3.3.2 B→ D(KKpipi)K Backgound in the B→ D(Kpipipi)K Selection
Repeating the procedure for the vice versa case, it was found that from the 100,000
B± → (KKpipi)DK± events a total of 4,062 events were reconstructed by the B± →
(Kpipipi)DK
± preselection with loosened mass cuts.
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Figure 13: Invariant mass distributions
of the reconstructed B± candidates for
the mode B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±.
As well as the signal and total back-
ground, those events from the total
background associated to mis-identified
B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± decays are
also shown. All preselection cuts have















Figure 14: Invariant mass distributions
of the reconstructed D0 candidates for
the mode B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K±.
As well as the signal and total back-
ground, those events from the total
background associated to mis-identified
B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± decays are
also shown. All preselection cuts have
been applied EXCEPT the mass window
cuts.
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Again, the reason why the background acceptance through the B± → (Kpipipi)DK±
selection is so much larger than that for B± → (KKpipi)DK± is due to the fact that
the pionic combinatorial background is much greater than that from kaons. These
4,062 events form the black distribution shown in Figures 13 and 14. Of these events,
just 615 are associated to actual, mis-identified B± → (KKpipi)DK± decays, and the
corresponding B± and D0 invariant mass distributions are shown in blue in Figures 13
and 14. This time, since a daughter particle (K) has been mis-identified for a lighter
particle (pi), a smaller mass for the mother is reconstructed and hence the invariant
mass distributions are located to the left of the genuine signal peak. Analagous to the
previous case, it appears that the kaon mis-identified in the B± → (KKpipi)DK± events
is of sufficiently low momentum that the incorrect PID assignment causes the invariant
mass distribution to be significantly removed from the D0 preselection mass window,
as shown in Figure 14. Applying both the B± and D0 preselection mass cuts causes
just 1 of these 615 events to be selected. This, again, is a completely disregardable
background source.
3.4 B→ D(4H)K Oﬄine Selections
The preselection described in the previous sections was incorporated into the DC04v2r3
stripping run. A total of 33,926,781 inclusive bb¯ events were processed during this
operation. By applying the appropriate checking algorthims, the events selected during
the stripping by the B→ D(4H)K preselection were analysed in detail. The task now
was to develop a final oﬄine selection for each of the two decays of interest such that
events passing these selections could be used in the analyses described in section 1. At
this point, the selection cuts for the two different modes are permitted to be different
from one another. The tuning of these selection cuts was guided by attempting to
minimise the quantity B/S. As was done for the development of the preselection cuts,
the Kpipipi decay was investigated first since its background is the most dominant of the
two modes and features learnt from this selection could be directly incorporated into
that for the KKpipi decay. The studies that were performed to construct the following
oﬄine selections analysed events from just half of the total stripping output. This,
therefore, corresponds to ∼ 17 million inclusive bb¯. Once developed, these final oﬄine
selection algorithms were then be used to analyse the second half of the stripping
output in order to deduce an unbiased background acceptance estimate. This will be
discussed in section 5.
3.4.1 B→ D(Kpipipi)K
From this sample of ∼ 17 million inclusive bb¯ 4,014 events were accepted through
the Kpipipi selection during the stripping. In order to reject this background from the
selection, cuts that were systematically tighter than those applied in the preselection
had be to used. However, it was discovered that two additional criteria could provide
significant discrimination between the signal and background. These two criteria were
the following:
1. Maximum Momentum of Bachelor Kaon
Although DLL cuts are incorporated into the selection to suppress mis-identified
pions and kaons, they are applied blindly to particles of all momenta. The






which is signed according to ∆lnLAB. Simulation studies have shown that better
than 3σ separation between pion and kaon hypotheses is achievable for particles
with momenta between 2 and 100 GeV/c [8]. Due to the RICH detectors limited
pion-kaon separation above 100 GeV/c, a cut was applied to the bachelor kaon
candidates with momenta greater than this value.
2. Vertex Isolation Filter
It was discovered that a large source of background events passing the selection
had reconstructed B vertices polluted with additional tracks. These background
decays were eliminated by incorporating a filter to reject candidate events that
had five or more additional tracks within 2σIP of the reconstructed B vertex,
where σIP is equivalent to that used in equation 20.
The final off line selection cuts for the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± signal channel are shown
in Table 17. With these cuts applied just 48 background events, 10 of which were signal
events, remained in the loose 500 MeV mass window. These events will be evaluated
in detail in section 5.
3.4.2 B→ D(KKpipi)K
From the output of the stripping analysed, 1,143 events were selected through the
KKpipi mode. It was found sufficient to employ the same cuts, but in some cases
slightly looser, as used in the Kpipipi final selection to remove all but 4 events from this
background set equivalent to ∼ 17 million inclusive bb¯. However, as will be described in
section 5.2, in order to suppress a dominant background source it was found necessary
to tighten the bachelor kaon DLL cuts. With this modification, 1 of the 4 surviving
background events is rejected leaving just 3 events in total. The final selection cuts for
this mode are shown in Table 18.
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4 Signal Efficiency
The final oﬄine selections defined in the previous section were then applied to the
corresponding signal data. The results of the selection are shown in Table 5.
Table 5: Summary of final oﬄine signal selections
















a Decays of Interest within data
b Number of reconstructible events
c Number of reconstructed events
d Number of events reconstructible ∩ reconstructed.
It was found that from the original 100,000 signal events on tape for each channel,
1,987 B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± and 2,012 B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± events were
selected respectively. These numbers can be used to make an estimate of the annual
signal yields, S, by performing the following calculation
S = Lint · σbb¯ · 2 · fB± · εtot · BRvis, (25)
where Lint is the integrated luminosity, σbb¯ is the cross-section for bb¯ production, fB±
is the probability for a b quark to hadronize into a B± (39.1%), εtot is the total accep-
tance efficiency and BRvis is the total visible branching ratio. It is anticipated that a
nominal years data taking will acquire an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1. Since the bb¯
production cross section is 500 µb, this luminosity will correspond to 1×1012 bb¯ events
per year.
The total selection efficiency, εtot, is defined as the fraction of events containing
a signal B decay that are triggered, reconstructed and selected with oﬄine cuts for
physics analysis. This can be represented as
εtot = εdet · εrec/det · εsel/rec · εtrg/sel, (26)
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where εdet is the detection efficiency (including the geometrical acceptance, εθ = 0.3471,
as discussed in section 2.1), εrec/det is the reconstruction efficiency on detected events,
εsel/rec is the efficiency of the oﬄine selection cuts on the reconstructed events and
finally εtrg/sel is the combined L0, L1 and Generic HLT efficiency on oﬄine selected
events. No exclusive HLT algorithms have been considered here, thus, NGen.HLT/L1 is
equivalent to the total number of triggered events, Ntrg. To simplify the notation for




· εθ ≡ εdet · εrec/det · εsel/rec. (27)
Then, the other efficiences may be written as:











The value of these efficiences for both of the signal modes, calculated from the numbers
listed in Tabel 5, are shown in Tabel 6 along with the estimated annual yields.
Table 6: Summary of signal efficiencies and estimated annual yields.
Factors (in %) forming εtot (in %) Assummed Annual
Decay εtot = εdet · εrec/det · εsel/rec · εtrg/sel visible BRa signal
Mode εdet εrec/det εsel/rec εtrg/sel εtot (in 10
−6) yield
Kpipipi 4.4 68.0 23.1 35.6 0.248 31.5 61.0 k
KKpipi 4.2 69.9 23.6 32.9 0.230 0.95 1.7 k
a As taken from the 2006 PDG
As to be expected, the value of εtot for both channels is essentially equivalent at
∼ 0.24%. With the assumed branching ratios stated in Table 6, the annual signal
yields for B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± and B± → D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± are 61.0k and 1.7k
respectively. The exact number of suppressed B± → (Kpipipi)DK± decays, however,
depends on the the value of the strong phase, δK3piD , as well as the parameters rB, rD,
δB and of course γ. In order to estimate the number of suppressed decays, the value of
δK3piD has been varied between ±180◦ and the following quantities have been assumed:
rB = 0.077, rD = 0.068, δB = 130
◦, γ = 60◦. The results are shown in Tabel 7.
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Table 7: Annual yields anticipated through the separate B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes for
various values of δK3piD . The following values of the other parameters have been assumed:
rB = 0.077, rD = 0.068, δB = 130
◦, γ = 60◦.
δK3piD [degrees]
Decay Mode -180 -120 -60 0 60 120 180
B− → D(K−pi+pi−pi+)K− 30,545 30,363 30,460 30,737 30,918 30,822 30,545
B− → D(K+pi−pi+pi−)K− 194 472 568 387 109 13 194
B+ → D(K+pi−pi+pi−)K+ 30,918 30,822 30,545 30,363 30,460 30,737 30,918
B+ → D(K−pi+pi−pi+)K+ 568 387 109 13 194 472 568
B± → D(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± 61,463 61,185 61,004 61,101 61,378 61,559 61,463
B± → D(K∓pi±pi+pi−)K± 762 859 678 400 304 485 762
As Tabel 7 shows, the number of suppressed sign decays per 2 fb−1 varies greatly
with the value of δK3piD ; from a few tens’ of events to several hundred. Where the actual
value of δK3piD lies will obviously effect the sensitivity with which γ can be measured
with the ADS method described in section 1.1. This has been considered in the sensi-
tivity study previously referred to in reference [7].
For the signal events passing the final selection algorithms, the corresponding mass
resolutions for the B± and D0 mesons have been plotted in figures 15, 16, 19 and 20.
In addition, the vertex resolutions of these particles have been drawn and fitted with
a double Gaussian function. These are shown in figures 17, 18, 21 and 22.
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Figure 15: Mass resolution of the sig-
nal B± candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
Figure 16: Mass resolution of the sig-
nal D0 candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 17: Vertex resolution of the sig-
nal B± candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 18: Vertex resolution of the sig-
nal D0 candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 19: Mass resolution of the sig-
nal B± candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 20: Mass resolution of the sig-
nal D0 candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 21: Vertex resolution of the sig-
nal B± candidates passing the B± →
D¯0(K+K−pi+pi−)K± oﬄine selection.
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Figure 22: Vertex resolution of the sig-




As described in section 3.4, the oﬄine selection cuts for both channels of interest were
developed by attempting to minimise the quantity B/S when assessing the background
from just the first half of the bb¯ stripping output. The aim was then to apply these
final oﬄine selections blindly to the second half of the stripping output so that an unbi-
ased estimate of the background acceptance could be made. Therefore, in the end, the
background acceptance from the complete stripping output, equivalent to 33,926,781
inclusive bb¯ events, would be known. This has successfully been achieved and the re-
sults will now be analysed in detail.
In order to aid understanding of the various background sources through the selec-
tion algorithms, the BackgroundCategory tool was used to categorise the individual
background candidates according to their associated Monte Carlo truth decay. The
following categorises were of particular interest with the selections considered here.
• Reflection: At least one of the final-state particles has been incorrectly identified
and has thus been assigned an incorrect mass. In the case of these selections, all
events falling in this category are of the type B → D0pi where the D0 decays to
the desired four-body final state and the bachelor pion has been mis-identified
during the reconstruction.
• Low-Mass Background: The final-state particles reconstructed have all been
correctly identified, but they belong to a B-decay that has only been partially
reconstructed, i.e particles from the true decay have been missed during the
reconstruction. Such events, therefore, have reconstructed B masses significantly
removed from the lower limit of the tight mass window. In the case of these
selections, events within this category are of the type B → D∗(D0pi)K and
B→ D0K∗(Kpi) where the pion has been missed during the reconstruction.
• Partly Reconstructed Physics Background: As well as particles from the
true decay being missed during the reconstruction some have been incorrectly
identified as well. In the case of these selections, events in this category are of
the type B → D∗(D0pi/γ)X, where X is an ensemble of particles consisting of a
pion that is mis-identifed for the bachelor kaon, or B → D0ρ(pipi) where a pion
from the ρ decay has been mis-identified as the bachelor kaon.
• Ghost: At least one of the final-state particles used to form the candidate B
meson is not associated to any Monte Carlo particle, i.e. a ghost.
• From Primary Vertex: At least one of the final-state particles used to form
the candidate B meson is associated to a Monte Carlo particle originating from
the primary vertex.
• bb¯: All of the reconstructed final-state particles are associated to Monte Carlo
particles originating from a true b-hadron decay.
It should be noted that all the events considered here are before the application of the
trigger simulation, i.e. εtrg/sel has yet to be applied. It is assumed that the value of
this efficiency with respect to background acceptance is equivalent to that determined
for the signal, in Section 4.
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5.1 Background Through B→ D(Kpipipi)K Selection
After development of the selection cuts described in Section 3.4, just 48 background
candidates were found to survive from the first half of the stripping sample. Applying
the selection blindly to the second half, an additional 36 candidates were accepted to
give a total of 84 candidates from the complete stripping output. The breakdown of
these 84 candidates into their corresponding background categories is shown in Table 8,
and their distribution across the B± invariant mass window is shown in Figure 23.
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Figure 23: The reconstructed B± invari-
ant mass distribution of all 84 background
candidates, colour-coded in their associ-
ated background category, that survive the
B± → (Kpipipi)DK± oﬄine selection from
the ∼ 33.9 million inclusive bb¯ sample.
Table 8: Breakdown of the 84 B± →
(Kpipipi)DK
± background candidates
into their corresponding categories.
Backgnd Sample Half
Category Total 1st 2nd
Signal 15 10 5
Reflection 11 7 4
Part. Reco. 32 18 14
Low-Mass 15 7 8
Ghost 2 1 1
FromPV 1 0 1
bb¯ 8 5 3
84 48 36
Since the selection algorithm was applied blindly to the second half of the stripping
output, one would naively expect that the number of candidates accepted from this
half of the stripping sample to be larger than the number accepted from the first. As
Tabel 8 shows, this is not the case since only 36 candidates were found in the second
half of the sample. However, by comparing the number of events accepted by the
B → D(4H)K preselection in each half of the stripping output, it is found that more
events were accepted by the first half than the second: 2458 events compared to 2091.
This explains, therefore, the discrepancy observed.
Out of the 84 candidates accepted, 15 were favoured sign signal events. All 15
events, shown red in Figure 23, are located within the B± tight mass window. This
number is in good agreement with the 14 events expected given that the signal selection
efficiency before the trigger, εtot
εtrg/sel
, is equal to 0.7%. Of the remaining 69 candidates,
62 were of the favoured sign combination and 7 were of the suppressed. The breakdown
of the favoured and suppressed sign candidates into the various background categories
is shown in Tabel 9. This Tabel also shows how the candidates are distributed over
events. Since the favoured sign ghost candidate and one of the 3 favoured sign bb¯
candidates originate from the same event, these 84 candidates in total correspond to
just 83 events.
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Table 9: Breakdown of the 84 B± → (Kpipipi)DK± background candidates into
their corresponding categories.
Favoured Sign Suppressed Sign
Category Candidates Events Candidates Events
Signal 15 15
Reflection 11 11
Part. Reco. 32 32
Low-Mass 15 15
Ghost 1 1 1 1
FromPV 0 0 1 1
bb¯ 3 2a 5 5
77 76 7 7
a Both the ghost candidate and one of the 3 bb¯ candidates originate from the same
event, therefore, there are 3 events possessing these 4 candidates.
5.1.1 Favoured Sign Background
Reflections
The most dangerous background source is that from B → D0pi events, classified as
reflections. As shown in Figure 24, five of these eleven events are located in the tight
mass window. With larger statistics, these events will form a distribution whose lower-
mass tail will inevitably enter the tight mass window.
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Figure 24: The reconstructed B± invari-
ant mass distribution for the 11 favoured
sign events classified as reflection back-
grounds.
Figure 25: The reconstructed B± invari-
ant mass distribution for the 32 favoured
sign events classified as partly recon-
structed physics backgrounds.
Ideally, the selection algorithm would be run over a large sample of B→D0(Kpipipi)pi
generated signal decays to enable a more accurate determination of the number of these
events that will protrude into the tight mass window. Unfortunately, no such Monte
Carlo data set existed and so this was not possible. However, such a study has been
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performed for the two-body ADS channel B → D0(Kpi)K with B → D0(Kpi)pi as
a background source [7]. The study predicts that for 2 fb−1 of data, 16, 800 ± 840
B+ → D0(Kpi)pi+ background events will be reconstructed with a B mass in the tight
mass window. Since both the B± → D¯0(K±pi∓pi+pi−)K± selection considered here and
the B± → D¯0(K±pi∓)K± selection anticipate to reconstruct ∼ 60k events annually and
both selections utilise the same bachelor kaon DLL cuts, the two-body result should
in theory apply directly to the four-body case as well. As a consistency check, a
background estimate can be made from this study by just considering the 5 events
seen in the tight mass window. Normalising the 33.9 million events, from which these
5 events were selected, to the 1012 bb¯ pairs expected from 2 fb−1, and assuming the
same trigger efficiency for background events as that found for the signal, the annual
background from these reflection events is then:
1012 × 5
33.9× 106 × εθ × εtrg/sel ' 27, 220 events. (29)
The background expected in either sign, be it the B+ or B− mode, is then 11, 340 ±
5, 070. This is in good agreement with the 16, 800 ± 840 events predicted from the
two-body study and the value that will be used in the final background estimate.
Partially Reconstructed Physics Backgrounds
The most dominant source of background in the loose mass window for the favoured
sign combination is that from partially reconstructed physics backgrounds. Out of the
32 events shown in Figure 25, 28 are of the type B→ D∗(D0pi/γ)X whilst the remain-
ing 4 are B → D0ρ(pipi) decays. Since a particle is missed during the reconstruction,
these events tend to have reconstructed B masses well below that of the true B mass.
Although, with sufficient statistics, it would be found that the mass distribution of
the B → D∗(D0pi/γ)X decays would have a tail crossing into the tight mass window.
However, with the current limited numbers just one of these events is situated within
the tight mass window and, thus, corresponds to a background of
1012 × 1
33.9× 106 × εθ × εtrg/sel ' 4, 540 events (30)
per 2fb−1 of data. The background estimate due to this source is therefore 2, 270±2, 270
events in either sign.
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Figure 26: The reconstructed B± invari-
ant mass distribution for the 15 favoured
sign events classified as low-mass back-
grounds.
Figure 27: The reconstructed B± invari-
ant mass distribution for the 4 favoured




Events from this category can be regarded as being completely benign. By definition,
these events of type B→ D∗(D0pi)K and B→ D0K∗(Kpi) have reconstructed B masses
significantly less than the lower limit of the tight mass window. The 15 events within
this category, shown in Figure 26, have therefore been ignored and make no contribu-
tion to the background estimate.
Combinatoric Background
This class of background includes those events in the Ghost, From Primary Vertex
and bb¯ categories. These events are completely independent of the physics topology
of the signal decay searched for and thus the reconstructed B candidate mass can lie
arbitrarily across the wide mass window. In the case of the favoured sign combination,
3 separate events were identified. All 3 events possessed one bb¯ background candidate
and, in addition, one of these events also possessed a separate ghost candidate. These
two candidates from the same event are the two entries in Figure 27 stacked one on-top
of the other at a reconstructed mass of ∼ 5170 MeV. For the purpose of the background
estimate, only events are considered and thus these four candidates are treated as just
3 combinatoric events.
With larger statistics, one would expect an equal number of these events to be
selected as favoured and suppressed sign combinations. Thus, in order to make a fair
estimate of this background with these limited statistics an average is taken of the com-
binatoric events seen through both the favoured and suppressed sign decays. Therefore
these 3 favoured sign events are combined with the 7 events, as shown in Tabel 9, seen
through the suppressed sign combination. This gives an average of 5 combinatoric
events in both the favoured and suppressed sign decays. Linearly extrapolating this
average from the wide to the tight mass window results in an expectation of 0.5 events
in both the favoured and suppressed decays. Thus, the background from combinatoric
events is then
1012 × 0.5
33.9× 106 × εθ × εtrg/sel ' 2, 270 events (31)
per 2fb−1 of data. Therefore, the background estimate due to this source is 1, 135±360
events in either sign.
Total Background Estimate
Analysis of the selected events has shown
that reflections, partially reconstructed
physics backgrounds and combinatorics
will be the dominate contributors to the
favoured sign background. Combining the
contributions from these respective sources
predicts that the background per 2fb−1 of
data for the favoured signed modes will be
20, 200±2, 500 events. This is summarised




Part. Reco. 2,270 2,270
Combinatoric 1,135 360
20,200 ± 2, 500
Table 10: Summary of the contributions
to the total background estimate for the
favoured B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes.
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5.1.2 Suppressed Sign Background
Combinatoric Background
As can be seen in Figure 28, the only source of background through the suppressed sign
modes is that from combinatoric events. As was discussed above, averaging the combi-
natoric events seen between the favoured and suppressed sign combinations results in
a background contribution of 1, 135±360 events per 2 fb−1 in either sign combination.
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Figure 28: The reconstructed B± invariant
mass distribution of the 7 suppressed sign
background events, colour-coded in their
associated background category, that sur-
vive the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± oﬄine selec-
tion from the ∼ 33.9 million inclusive bb¯
sample.
Reflections
Although no actual B → D0pi reflection events have been observed through the sup-
pressed sign modes with this background sample, it is inevitable that with a larger
sample such events would be. In order to estimate the contribution to the background
from this source, the ratio of the B → D0pi suppressed to favoured decay rates as
measured by BELLE is used [2]:
RDpi =
BR(B→ Dsuppi)
BR(B→ Dfavpi) = 3.5× 10
−3. (32)
Since an estimated 16, 800 ± 840 B → D0pi events per 2 fb−1 of data are expected
through each sign of the favoured modes, the above value of RDpi implies that 60 ± 3
B→ D0pi events are anticipated in each sign of the suppressed modes.
Total Background Estimate
Analysis of the selected events has shown
that reflections and combinatorics will be
the dominate contributors to the sup-
pressed sign background. Combining the
contributions from these respective sources
predicts that the background per 2fb−1 of
data for the suppressed signed modes will
be 1, 200±360 events. This is summarised






Table 11: Summary of the contri-
butions to the total background es-




5.2 Background Through B→ D(KKpipi)K Selection
Applying the B± → (KKpipi)DK± oﬄine selection to the complete stripping output
resulted in just 6 events being accepted; 3 events in each half of the stripping out-
put. The breakdown of these 6 events into their corresponding background categories
is shown in Table 12, and their distribution across the B± invariant mass window
is shown in Figure 29. The fact that no signal events are observed is not surpris-
ing, since only 0.4 events are expected from a sample of 33.9 million inclusive bb¯.
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Figure 29: The reconstructed B± in-
variant mass distribution of the 6 can-
didates, colour-coded in their associated
background category, that survive the
B± → (KKpipi)DK± oﬄine selection from
the ∼ 33.9 million inclusive bb¯ sample.
Table 12: Breakdown of the 6 B± →
(KKpipi)DK
± background candidates
into their corresponding categories.
Backgnd Sample Half
Category Total 1st 2nd
Signal 0 0 0
Reflection 2 2a 0
Part. Reco. 1 0 1
Low-Mass 1 1 0
Ghost 0 0 0
FromPV 1 0 1
bb¯ 1 0 1
6 3 3
a As will be explained in the text, one of
these events shall be reclassified as a
Partially Reconstructed event.
Reflections
As just was the case for the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± selection, B → D0pi events are po-
tentially the most dangerous background source. There, B → D0pi decays were only
a dominant background in the favoured sign modes but, fortunately, not in the sup-
pressed sign modes. Since it is the suppressed decays that carry the greater sensitivity
to γ, there is no detrimental effect to the ADS methods ability to extract γ by having
a significant B→ D0pi background present in just the favoured sign modes. However,
in the case of the B± → (KKpipi)DK± channel, there is just one rate within which all
γ sensitivity lies. Therefore, it is essential that the B → D0pi background be kept to
an absolute minimum with respect to this selection. With this in mind, it was decided
to apply stringent PID requirements on the bachelor kaon candidates by using the
following DLL cut values:
∆lnLKpi > 2.0,
∆lnLKp > −2.0
As shown in Figure 29, just two reflection events accepted from the complete strip-
ping output. The one event situated just outside the tight mass window is a B →
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D0(KKpipi)pi decay, as to be expected. The other event, however, is uncharacteristi-
cally located far below the lower limit of the tight mass window. This is because the
event was actually a decay of the type B → D0(KKpipi)µν where the muon was mis-
identified as the bachelor kaon. Since the reconstruction has missed the accompanying
neutrino, this background event is strictly speaking a partially reconstructed physics
background and is subsequently reclassified.
Ideally, just like in the Kpipipi case, a large dedicated sample of B→ D0(KKpipi)pi de-
cays would be used to accurately determine the acceptance that the B± → (KKpipi)DK±
selection algorithm has with respect to this background source. Again, unfortunately,
no such Monte Carlo sample was available, however, a similar study has been per-
formed for the three-body Dalitz channel B± → D0(Kspipi)K±. In this study, a
B/S of 0.24 ± 0.08 is predicted from this background source. Given that a yield
of 1.7k B± → (KKpipi)DK± signal events are anticipated from 2 fb−1 of data, this B/S
value implies that the background contribution from B → D0(KKpipi)pi decays in the
B± → (KKpipi)DK± selection will be 400± 136 events per 2 fb−1.
Partially Reconstructed Physics Backgrounds
Excluding the reclassified event discussed above, there was just one event categorised
as a partially reconstructed physics background. Unlike the B → D0ρ(pipi) and B →
D∗(D0pi/γ)X decays observed under this category in the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± selection,
this event was of the type Bs → D+s (φ0(KK)ρ+(pi+pi0))K−. The particles taken from
this decay to reconstruct the D0 were the two kaons from the φ decay, the pi+ from
the ρ decay and a pair-produced electron, mis-identified as a pion, from a radiative
photon liberated from the pi0. Both this event and the B → D0(KKpipi)µν event are
located outside the tight mass window. In order to estimate a contribution from this
source to the total background, these two events are scaled to the 1/32 events found
that entered the tight mass window in the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± selection:
1012 × 2/32
33.9× 106 × εθ × εtrg/sel ' 262± 185 events. (33)
Low-Mass Background
There was just one event within this category and, just as was seen with the Kpipipi
selection, this event was of the type B→ D∗(D0pi)K where the pion from the D∗ decay
has been missed during reconstruction. No contribution from this source to the total
background estimate is considered.
Combinatoric Background
Just two combinatoric events are accepted from the entire background sample; one bb¯
and one From Primary Vertex. Extrapolating these events into the tight mass window
leads to a 0.2 event combinatoric background estimate from this background sample.
Normalising this sample to the 1012 bb¯ pairs expected from 2 fb−1 leads to a background
expectation of
1012 × 0.2
33.9× 106 × εθ × εtrg/sel ≈ 840± 593 events. (34)
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Total Background Estimate
Analysis of the selected events has shown
that reflections, partially reconstructed
physics backgrounds and combinatorics
will be the dominate contributors to the
B± → (KKpipi)DK± background. Combin-
ing the contributions from these respective
sources predicts that the background per
2fb−1 of data this mode will be 1, 500±640





Part. Reco. 262 185
Combinatoric 840 593
1,500 ± 640
Table 13: Summary of the contribu-
tions to the total background estimate
for the B± → (KKpipi)DK± channel.
6 S/B Estimates
Given the background levels estimated in the previous section, the S/B ratios for the
various modes are calculated and shown in Tabel 14. As an example, the signal yields
through the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes, as predicted in Tabel 7, for δK3piD = 180◦ are
shown.
Table 14: The calculated S/B ratios for both B± → (KKpipi)DK± and the seper-
ate B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes given the signal and background estimates pre-
dicted from this study. Here δK3piD = 180
◦ has been taken in the case of the
B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes.
Decay Mode Signal Yield Backgnd Estimate S/B
B+ → (K+pi−pi+pi−)DK+ 30, 918± 1, 160 20, 200± 2, 500 1.5± 0.2
B− → (K−pi+pi−pi+)DK− 30, 550± 1, 140 20, 200± 2, 500 1.5± 0.2
B+ → (K−pi+pi−pi+)DK+ 568± 21 1, 200± 360 0.5± 0.1
B− → (K+pi−pi+pi−)DK− 194± 7 1, 200± 360 0.2± 0.1
B± → (K+K−pi+pi−)DK± 1, 700± 66 1, 500± 640 1.1± 0.5
The ADS study [7] predicting a sensitivity of 5− 13◦ from 2 fb−1 of data, assumed
equivalent S/B values for the B± → (Kpipipi)DK± modes as were obtained in the same
study for the B± → (Kpi)DK± modes. This corresponded to values of 1.7 in the
favoured modes and 0.7 and 0.2 respectively for the B+ and B− suppressed sign modes
when taking δKpiD = 180
◦. The results in Tabel 14 demonstrate that, within errors, the
values used in the sensitivity study are equivalent to those predicted here.
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7 Summary
The selection of the decays B± → (Kpipipi)DK± and B± → (KKpipi)DK± is desirable
for analyses leading to the extraction of the CKM angle γ. The Monte Carlo study
presented here demonstrates that the efficiency with which these modes can be selected
is 0.25% and 0.23% respectively. For the favoured right-sign Kpipipi decay modes, it
is therefore expected that ∼ 61k signal events will be triggered and oﬄine selected
from an integrated luminosity of 2 fb−1. Whilst, for the right-sign KKpipi decay modes,
∼ 1.7k signal events are anticipated.
The background through both of these selections has also been studied. In the
case of the favoured sign Kpipipi modes, it was discovered that reflection events, B →
D0(Kpipipi)pi, are the most dominant source of background whilst partially reconstructed
physics backgrounds and combinatorics also make a significant contribution. The total
background expected per 2 fb−1 of data is 20, 200± 2, 500 events in either sign combi-
nation. With the limited events seen through the suppressed Kpipipi modes, it appears
that combinatoric events are the most dominant source of background, whilst reflection
events are also expected to make a contribution. The total background through either
sign of the suppressed modes is estimated at 1, 200 ± 360 events per 2 fb−1 of data.
In the case of the KKpipi mode, combinatoric events are expected to be the dominant
background source, with reflections and partially reconstructed physics backgrounds
also contributing. The total background expectation is then 1, 500±640 events in both
signs per 2 fb−1 of data.
The B± → (Kpipipi)DK± results from this investigation confirm the assumptions
that were used in the ADS sensitivity study reported in [7] and, therefore, consolidate
with the overall prediction that a precision on γ of 5− 13◦ will be achievable with this
method at LHCb from 2 fb−1 of data. Also, the B± → (KKpipi)DK± results obtained
here reinforce sensitivity study predictions [5] that will be achievable utilising the four-
body amplitude analysis strategy.
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Table 15: Summary of Selection Criteria Used for Initial Inclusive bb¯
Selection.
Particle Criteria Cut
h± from D¯0 sIPS > 0.2
pt(h
±) > 80.0 MeV
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLKpi(pi±) > − 5.0
|~p(h±)| > 800.0 MeV
D¯0 m4h 60.0 MeV > |(m4h − mD0,PDG)|
pt(D¯
0) > 500.0 MeV
|~p(D¯0)| > 1.5 GeV





±) > 200.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 2.0 GeV
sIPS > 0.4
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
B± mDK 500.0 MeV > |(mDK − mB±,PDG)|
pt(B
±) > 200.0 MeV





Table 16: Summary of Selection Criteria Applied within the B± → D(4h)K± Prese-
lection.
Particle Criteria Cut
h± from D¯0 sIPS > 1.75
pt(K
±) > 300.0 MeV
pt(pi
±) > 200.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 3.0 GeV
|~p(pi±)| > 1.0 GeV
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLKpi(pi±) > − 5.0
D¯0 m4h 31.0 MeV > |(m4h − mD0,PDG)|
pt(D¯
0) > 1.0 GeV
|~p(D¯0)| > 20.0 GeV





±) > 550.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 2.5 GeV
sIPS > 2.5
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
B± mDK 50.0 MeV, 500.0 MeV
a > |(mDK − mB±,PDG)|
pt(B
±) > 400.0 MeV




a A 50 MeV mass window was applied to signal events, whilst a 500 MeV mass window was
applied to background events in order to enhance background statistics from the inclusive bb¯
stripping.
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Table 17: Overview of Selection Criteria Applied within the
B± → D0(Kpipipi)K± Oﬄine Selection.
Particle Criteria Cut
h± from D¯0 sIPS > 1.80
pt(K
±) > 350.0 MeV
pt(pi
±) > 200.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 4.0 GeV
|~p(pi±)| > 2.1 GeV
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 2.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLKpi(pi±) > − 5.0
D¯0 m4h 22.0 MeV > |(m4h − mD0,PDG)|
pt(D¯
0) > 1.5 GeV
|~p(D¯0)| > 20.0 GeV





±) > 550.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 5.0 GeV
|~p(K±)| < 100.0 GeV
sIPS > 4.0
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 2.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
B± mDK 50.0 MeV, 500.0 MeV
a > |(mDK − mB±,PDG)|
pt(B
±) > 800.0 MeV




Vertex < 5 additional tracks within 2σIP
a A 50 MeV mass window was applied to signal events, whilst a 500 MeV mass window was
applied to background events in order to enhance background statistics.
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Table 18: Overview of Selection Criteria Applied within the B± → D0(KKpipi)K± Of-
fline Selection.
Particle Criteria Cut
h± from D¯0 sIPS > 1.80
pt(K
±) > 300.0 MeV
pt(pi
±) > 200.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 4.0 GeV
|~p(pi±)| > 2.0 GeV
∆lnLpiK(K±) > − 2.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 5.0
∆lnLKpi(pi±) > − 5.0
D¯0 m4h 22.0 MeV > |(m4h − mD0,PDG)|
pt(D¯
0) > 1.5 GeV
|~p(D¯0)| > 20.0 GeV





±) > 550.0 MeV
|~p(K±)| > 5.0 GeV
|~p(K±)| < 100.0 GeV
sIPS > 4.0
∆lnLpiK(K±) > 2.0
∆lnLpK(K±) > − 2.0
B± mDK 50.0 MeV, 500.0 MeV
a > |(mDK − mB±,PDG)|
pt(B
±) > 600.0 MeV




Vertex < 5 additional tracks within 2σIP
a A 50 MeV mass window was applied to signal events, whilst a 500 MeV mass window was
applied to background events in order to enhance background statistics.
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